In this paper, we address the second-order consensus problem for networked mechanical systems on a directed topology in the case of existence of nonuniform communication delays. To realize the goal of second-order consensus, we propose an adaptive consensus scheme that consists of an adaptive controller and a distributed velocity observer. It is demonstrated that the position and velocity consensus errors between the mechanical systems converge to zero, and that the velocities of the mechanical systems converge to the scaled weighted average of their initial values. We further demonstrate that the proposed consensus scheme can be used to solve the secondorder consensus problem for multiple mechanical systems with a constant-velocity leader. The performance of the proposed consensus scheme is shown by a numerical simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The research on consensus problems for networked mechanical systems [e.g., robot manipulators, spacecraft, and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)] has recently become active (see, e.g., [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] ) due to their potential applications in our physical world. The major challenge in seeking the solutions to consensus problems for multiple mechanical systems lies in the nonlinearity and parametric uncertainty of their dynamic models (see, e.g., [3] , [8] , [9] ) as compared with the case of linear multi-agent systems and the related results (see, e.g., [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] ). This challenge turns out to be more prominent when there exist communication delays among the mechanical systems, as is demonstrated in [3] , [4] , [9] .
The consensus schemes for multiple mechanical systems can roughly be classified into two categories based on different control objectives. The first category of schemes (e.g., [1] , [5] , [3] , [4] , [8] , [9] , [15] ) guarantees that the positions of the mechanical systems converge to a common value (which is non-zero in most cases) while their velocities converge to zero, and this kind of synchronizing behavior for secondorder systems is also called rendezvous in the literature (see, e.g., [16] , [17] ). The second category of schemes (e.g., [7] ) ensures position consensus and at the same time (usually nonzero) velocity consensus, i.e., the second-order consensus is realized. The observer-based leader-follower schemes in [18] , [6] may also be put into this category in that each system is ensured to track the leader with a variable position. Yet, these second-order consensus schemes (i.e., [7] , [18] , [6] ) rely on the assumption that the communication delays are absent. In the presence of communication delays, many rendezvous control algorithms (e.g., [3] , [9] , [15] , [19] ) are proposed and are shown to be effective. However, it remains unclear how to achieve second-order consensus of nonlinear mechanical systems under arbitrary constant communication delays. Note that the delay-robust scheme in [19] , in the case of a dynamic leader, can only ensure the boundedness of the leader-follower consensus errors, and in addition, the delay is required to be uniform and lower than certain upper bound. Indeed, there are some attempts to resolve the second-order consensus problem for linear multi-agent systems under time delays (e.g., the work in [13] , [20] focuses on leaderless consensus and that in [21] , [17] , [22] , [23] , [24] concentrates on leader-follower consensus). The result in [13] , yet, demands the delay to be lower than an upper bound determined by the graph topology, and in addition, this upper bound is difficult to obtain since it relies on some global quantities of the graph. The control scheme in [20] only ensures rendezvous rather than second-order consensus, and furthermore, it also requires the condition that the delay is lower than certain upper bound. The work in [21] , [17] , [22] , [23] , [24] does not address the more challenging case of no explicit leader [the challenge is due to the weak stability of a leaderless multi-agent system (see, e.g., [3] , [9] )]. Moreover, the schemes proposed in these studies either require that the leader's information be known by all followers (e.g., [17] , [22] ) or that the delay be lower than certain upper bound (e.g., [21] , [17] , [22] , [23] , [24] ).
In this paper, we investigate the second-order consensus problem for networked uncertain mechanical systems with nonuniform communication delays where the interaction graph among the systems is assumed to be a directed one that contains a spanning tree. We propose an adaptive consensus scheme to realize second-order consensus [i.e., position consensus and (usually non-zero) velocity consensus] of the mechanical systems, extending the control schemes in [9] , [3] , [15] which can only achieve delay-robust rendezvous (i.e., position consensus with all systems' velocities converging to zero). The proposed consensus scheme consists of an adaptive controller and a distributed velocity observer. By exploiting the iBIBO (integral-bounded-input bounded-output) property of a linear interconnection system (see, e.g., [9] ), we show that the position and velocity consensus errors between the mechanical systems converge to zero, and that the velocities of the mechanical systems converge to the scaled weighted average of their initial values, irrespective of the constant communication delays (i.e., the communication delays are allowed to be arbitrary finite constants). Then, we show that the proposed consensus scheme can be used to achieve second-order consensus for multiple mechanical systems with a constant-velocity leader irrespective of the communication delays, which is in contrast to the control schemes in [19] , [25] which can only ensure leader-follower rendezvous (i.e., the leader velocity is zero) under the uniform communication delays, and to that in [3] which achieves leader-follower consensus under the assumption that the leader's information is known by all followers.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Graph Theory
Let us introduce the theory of directed graphs based on [10] , [11] , [26] , [27] in the context of networked mechanical systems. We take into consideration a network of mechanical systems. As is now commonly done, we employ a directed graph = ( , ℰ) to describe the interaction topology among the mechanical systems, where = {1, 2, . . . , } is the vertex set that denotes the collection of all the mechanical systems, and ℰ ⊆ × is the edge set that denotes the information flow among the mechanical systems. The set of neighbors of the -th system is denoted by = { | ( , ) ∈ ℰ}. A directed graph is said to contain a spanning tree if there is a vertex 0 ∈ such that any other vertex of the graph has a directed path to vertex 0 . The weighted adjacency matrix
if = , and ℓ , = − otherwise. Several fundamental properties of ℒ are described below.
Lemma 1 ([11] , [27] ): If ℒ is associated with a directed graph containing a spanning tree, then 1) ℒ has a simple zero eigenvalue, and all the other eigenvalues of ℒ have positive real parts;
2) ℒ has a right eigenvector 1 = [1, 1, . . . , 1] and a non-negative left eigenvector = [ 1 , 2 , . . . , ] satisfying Σ =1 = 1 associated with its zero eigenvalue, i.e., ℒ 1 = 0 and ℒ = 0; 3)
> 0 if and only if vertex is a root of the graph.
B. Equations of Motion of Mechanical Systems
The equations of motion of the -th mechanical system can be written as [28] , [29] 
where ∈ is the generalized position (or configuration),
is the Coriolis and centrifugal matrix, ( ) ∈ is the gravitational torque, and ∈ is the control torque. Three familiar properties associated with the dynamics (1) that shall be useful for the subsequent controller design and stability analysis are listed as follows (see, e.g., [28] , [29] ).
Property 1: The inertia matrix ( ) is symmetric and uniformly positive definite.
Property 2: The Coriolis and centrifugal matrix ( ,˙) can be appropriately determined such that˙( ) − 2 ( ,˙) is skew-symmetric.
Property 3: The dynamics (1) depends linearly on a constant parameter vector , which thus yields
where ( ,˙, ,˙) is the regressor matrix, ∈ is a differentiable vector, and˙is the time derivative of .
III. ADAPTIVE CONSENSUS SCHEME
In this section, we will design an adaptive consensus scheme to realize second-order consensus of the mechanical systems, i.e., − → 0 and˙−˙→ 0 as → ∞, ∀ , = 1, 2, . . . , .
For the second-order consensus problem without a leader, although there is not any leader in the network, it is still necessary to provide a velocity reference signal to each system. Let us design a distributed velocity observer below for the -th system using the well-known consensus protocol under communication delays (see, e.g., [30] , [31] , [32] 
where ∈ denotes an observed signal whose initial value is set as (0) =˙(0), is the constant communication delay from the -th system to the -th system, and is the entry of the weighted adjacency matrix ℬ = [ ], which is defined similarly to in Section II-A, i.e., > 0 if ∈ , and = 0 otherwise. The signal ( − ) in (3) is the delayed version of , and when 0 ≤ < , the -th system has not yet received any information from the -th system due to the communication delay, in which case, as is typically done, we set ( − ) ≡ 0. The properties of the observer (3) are immediately obtained from [32] (see also [31] and [9] ), which are summarized by the following lemma. Lemma 2: If the graph contains a spanning tree, the observed signals , = 1, 2, . . . , generated by (3) are bounded and furthermore converge to a common value below irrespective of the communication delays
The consensus value given by (4) is actually the scaled weighted average (in the sense of [9] ) of the initial velocities of the systems.
Let us now define a delay-dependent reference velocity aṡ
where ( − ) is set to be zero when 0 ≤ < , similar to the case of ( − ). The factor Σ ∈ in (5) is inspired by [17] , [22] , yet we consider here the more challenging case that there is no explicit leader and only the neighboring information is available, and in addition, as will be shown, the communication delays are allowed to be arbitrary finite constants.
Based on˙, in (5), define a sliding vector as
Since¯is constant, equation (6) can thus be rewritten as
Let Δ = −¯⋅ , and equation (7) can be rewritten as
where Δ ( − ) = −¯⋅ ( − ) for 0 ≤ < . We propose the control law for the -th system as
where is a symmetric positive definite matrix, andˆis the estimate of , which is updated bẏ
where Γ is a symmetric positive definite matrix. Remark 1: The adaptive controller given by (9) and (10) is basically the same as that in [33] , yet takes into account the interaction among the mechanical systems by employing new reference velocity and reference acceleration.
Substituting the control law (9) into the dynamics (1) gives
where Δ =ˆ− is the parameter estimation error. The closed-loop behavior of the -th system can then be described by
The key challenge in the analysis of the above system lies in that of the first subsystem, which is mainly caused by the communication delays. To this end, applying the standard Laplace transformation to the first subsystem in (12) gives
where denotes the Laplace variable, and Δ ( ), Δ ( ), and ( ) denote the Laplace transforms of Δ , Δ = − , and , respectively. The term Φ ( ) appears in (13) since Δ ( − ) = −¯⋅ ( − ) for 0 ≤ < , and from the form of Φ ( ), we can regard it as the Laplace transform of a signal which is defined as ( ) =¯⋅( − ) for 0 ≤ < , and ( ) = 0 for ≥ . Define = Σ ∈ , which obviously satisfies the property that lim →∞ ( ) = 0 since the communication delays are finite.
Next
. Moreover, let Λ( ), Δ ( ), Δ ( ), and ( ) denote the Laplace transforms of , Δ , Δ , and , respectively. Then, stacking up all the equations expressed as (13) yields
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product [34] , Δ ( ) = Δ ( ) − Δ (0) is the Laplace transform of Δ˙, is the × identity matrix with = , ,
is the degree matrix [10] , [27] , and = diag [ 1+Σ ∈ , = 1, 2, . . . , ] . Note that Ω( ) is the Laplace transform of the signal = − + ( ⊗ ) Δ + . We are presently ready to formulate the following theorem.
Theorem 1: The control law (9) , the adaptation law (10), and the observer (3) ensure second-order consensus of the mechanical systems on a directed graph containing a spanning tree irrespective of the communication delays, i.e., − → 0 and˙→¯as → ∞, ∀ , . Proof: Following [33] , [35] , for the third and fourth subsystems in (12) , we consider the Lyapunov-like function candidate = (1/2) ( ) + (1/2)Δ Γ −1 Δ , and differentiating with respect to time along the trajectories of these two subsystems and exploiting Property 2, we obtaiṅ = − ≤ 0, which yields the result that ∈ ℒ 2 ∩ℒ ∞ andˆ∈ ℒ ∞ , ∀ .
Let us rewrite equation (14) as
According to [3] , all the poles of ( ) excluding the simple zero pole are in the open left half plane (LHP), and therefore, ( ) is iBIBO stable [9] . Next, we show the boundedness of Δ˙using a procedure similar to [9] . From the standard linear system theory, the initial-condition-dependent term in (15) , passing through the marginally stable system ( ), results in a bounded output. Note that Λ( ) − (0), Δ ( ) − Δ (0), and ( ) − (0) represent the Laplace transforms of˙, Δ˙, and˙, respectively, and furthermore,
Therefore, the input Ω( ) − (0) [i.e., the Laplace transform oḟ = −˙+ ( ⊗ ) Δ˙+˙] is associated with an integralbounded signal, which must give a bounded output after passing through ( ) since ( ) is iBIBO stable. From the standard principle of superposition for linear systems, we obtain that Δ˙∈ ℒ ∞ based on (15) .
From the first subsystem in (12) , we have that (5), we obtain that˙, ∈ ℒ ∞ , ∀ . Therefore,˙= +˙, ∈ ℒ ∞ , ∀ . From (3), we have thaṫ ∈ ℒ ∞ , and hence,¨, ∈ ℒ ∞ , ∀ . From (11), we obtain that˙∈ ℒ ∞ since ( ) is uniformly positive definite (by Property 1), which then implies that¨∈ ℒ ∞ , ∀ . Therefore, is uniformly continuous, and from the properties of squareintegrable and uniformly continuous functions [36, p. 117] , we obtain → 0 as → ∞, ∀ . From the final value theorem, we have lim →0 ( ) = lim →∞ ( ) = 0, and we also have lim →0 Δ ( ) = lim →∞ Δ ( ) = 0 (the second equality is from Lemma 2) and lim →0 Λ( ) = lim →∞ ( ) = 0. Therefore, lim →0 Ω( ) = 0. From [9] , we know that lim →0
). Therefore, from (15) , invoking the final value theorem and using 2) of Lemma 1, we get
, ∀ . From the first subsystem in (12), we have lim →∞ (ℒ ⊗ ) Δ ( ) = 0. Due to the fact that Δ ( ) =
and that ℒ 1 = 0 (by Lemma 1), we obtain
From Lemma 1, we know that the kernel of ℒ has a unique basis vector 1 , and thus − → 0 as → ∞, ∀ , . ■
IV. LEADER-FOLLOWER SECOND-ORDER CONSENSUS
It is known that the leader-follower consensus can be considered as a special case of the consensus without a leader (see, e.g., [37] , [27] ). Specifically, the application of this idea/viewpoint to our previous consensus scheme results in the one which can achieve second-order consensus for the mechanical systems with a (virtual) constant-velocity leader (as will be shown below). This scheme extends the schemes in [6] , [18] to explicitly consider the communication delays, and those in [17] , [22] to the case of multiple mechanical systems under arbitrary constant communication delays and with only the neighboring information being used.
To describe the interaction topology among the leader and the mechanical systems (referred to as follower in the sequel of this section), following the standard practice (see, e.g., [27] ), we expand graph by adding a vertex (referred to as vertex 0) that denotes the leader and some edges associated with vertex 0, yielding a new graph * . Moreover, let anḋ denote the position and velocity of the leader, respectively. In the leader-follower case, the observer (3) becomeṡ
where, as is typically done, the weight 0 is defined as 0 > 0 if a communication link is established to carry the leader's information to the -th follower, and 0 = 0 otherwise, 0 is the constant communication delay from the leader to the -th follower, and˙( − 0 ) is set to be zero when 0 ≤ < 0 [similar to the case of ( − )]. When ≥ 0 , we can rewrite (18) 
Let us redefine the vectors˙, in (5) and in (6) aṡ *
where the weight 0 is defined similarly to 0 in (18), i.e., 0 > 0 if a communication link is established to carry the leader's information to the -th follower, and 0 = 0 otherwise, and is generated by (18) . The adaptive controller proposed for the -th follower is a direct modification of (9) and (10) using˙ * , and * defined above, which is given by
Corollary 1: The observer (18) ensures that →˙as → ∞ irrespective of the communication delays, ∀ = 1, 2, . . . , if the graph among the leader and the followers (i.e., * ) contains a spanning tree rooted at vertex 0.
Corollary 2: The adaptive controller given by (22) and (23) and the observer (18) ensure leader-follower secondorder consensus irrespective of the communication delays if the graph among the leader and the followers contains a spanning tree rooted at vertex 0, i.e., − → 0 anḋ −˙→ 0 as → ∞, ∀ = 1, 2, . . . , . The proofs of Corollary 1 and Corollary 2 follow immediately from those of Lemma 2 and Theorem 1, respectively.
Remark 2: A direct consequence of Corollary 1 is that the following system [which is obtained by putting together all the equations expressed as (19) and letting Δ * = −˙, = 1, 2, . . . , ]
is asymptotically stable if the graph among the leader and the followers contains a spanning tree rooted at vertex 0.
One related result appears in [3] , which shows the asymptotic stability of a system like (24) under a relatively strong assumption that the leader's information is known by all followers (which is equivalent to 0 > 0, ∀ = 1, 2, . . . , ). Several other related results appear in [38] , [25] , [19] , [20] , and Corollary 1 extends these results to the more general case. In particular, the result in Corollary 1 reduces to that in [38] in the case that the graph is unidirectional and cyclic with identical weights or undirected with symmetric weights, and to those in [25] , [19] , [20] in the case that the communication delays are uniform and that the weights in (18) are chosen according to [25] , [19] , [20] .
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Let us illustrate the performance of the proposed consensus scheme by conducting a simulation using a network of six standard two-DOF (degree-of-freedom) planar robots. Due to space limitation, we only consider the case without a leader. The interaction graph among the robots is shown in Fig. 1 . For simplicity, we assume that no gravitational torques act on the robots. The physical parameters of the robots are not listed for saving space. The sampling period is set as 5 ms. The communication delays among the robots are set as = 0.5 s, ∀ ∈ , ∀ = 1, 2, . . . , 6. The non-zero entries of the weighted adjacency matrix ℬ are set as = 1.5, ∀ ∈ , ∀ = 1, 2, . . . , 6. The non-zero entries of the weighted adjacency matrix are set as = 1.0, ∀ ∈ , ∀ = 1, 2, . . . , 6. The controller parameters and Γ are chosen as = 40.0 2 and Γ = 2.0 3 , respectively, = 1, 2, . . . , 6. The initial parameter estimates are chosen asˆ(0) = [0, 0, 0] , = 1, 2, . . . , 6. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 (only the first coordinate of the position/velocity of each robot is plotted), from which, we see that the positions of the robots converge to the same value and their velocities converge to the scaled weighted average value¯( 1) = 0.4286 [which is calculated based on (4)].
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the second-order consensus problem for multiple mechanical systems on a directed graph in the case of existence of nonuniform communication delays. An adaptive consensus scheme consisting of an adaptive controller and a distributed velocity observer is proposed. It is shown that the proposed consensus scheme is able to realize second-order consensus of the mechanical systems. Then, we show that the proposed consensus scheme can be utilized to resolve the second-order consensus problem for multiple mechanical systems with a constant-velocity leader. A numerical simulation is conducted to show the delay-robust 
